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Quite a number of overseas Chinese Boy (and Girl) Scouts

returned to China to assist in the resistance war in various capacities,
sometime with great personal sacrifices.  These Scouts were typically
members of troops attached to Chinese schools in the British or French
colonies in Asia.

In April 1939, for example, over seventy Annamese-Chinese
Scouts passed through Hong Kong on their way to China, led by
Zhang Lu-peng (�� ) and Lin Lu-ying(�� ).  Lin had actually
led an earlier corps of over fifty who had served in Dongjiang and
Huizhou, and lost twenty of them.  They also noted that another batch
would follow.  In October, the anticipated third batch of around eighty
Scouts from Vietnam bound for war services in China passed through
Hong Kong, despite the fact that some had stayed behind for local
defense efforts, which had also stated by the time. One member, Zheng
Guo-hun(�� ), wrote about their journey through parts of China
in late October, noting warm receptions everywhere they went, and
describing some of their work, which included editing of the Voice of
War Wall Poster Weekly (�� !"#), putting up war posters,
speaking to the public, teaching resistance war songs on the street,
disseminating resistance war cartoons, performing plays on the street,
and free education for war victims and orphans.

The story of the Singapore Chinese War Front Service Corps, as
reported in 1938, was particularly moving.  The Corps, with nine
Boy Scouts and seven Girl Guides, had arrived in Canton in late 1937.
They pleaded for front line duties, and were sent to Shanghai as first-
aiders, dispatch runners, and intelligence workers.  Three, including
a girl, died before Shanghai was evacuated.  Two more were lost
during withdrawal from Soochow.  The fall of Nanking resulted in
the loss of three more lives, including Captain Mack Swee-cheng,
who stuck to caring for the wounded civilians till the very end, and
one member missing.  After a brief rest in Canton, the remaining

seven members were sent to the front
at Shansi, where all four girls had
engaged in guerilla warfare, and the
three boys in dispatch riding and first-
aid.  Two more were killed, three
missing in action, and the last two,
seriously wounded.  This heroic but
sad story was told by one of the two
wounded, Ng Chee-keng (�� ), 19,
while he was recuperating at Hankow
with bullet wounds and a fractured
skull.  His only known remaining
comrade was Miss Chong Yeng-tack
(�� ), whose right leg had to be
amputated due to machine-gun
wounds.  The Hongkong Daily Press
declared that their sacrifices fulfilled
“highest traditions of the Movement,”
while the Keung Sheung Yat Po called
Ng a “Model Scout (�� !)”
(Figure 11)
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Though officially Hong Kong was still neutral, war preparation

had begun, if discreetly at the beginning.  As late as 1939, in view of
its neutrality, the government had to appoint a censor to cut out anti-
Japanese materials from movies.  But the writing was on the wall,
British and Chinese interests in Asia were increasingly aligned.
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Nationalistic sentiments grew among Hong Kong Chinese, expressed
in terms of anti-Japanese activities, assistance for war refugees, and
support of the war efforts.  The Chimes (�� ), school magazine
of St. Stephens’ College, declared that “1937-8 will ever be
remembered as the year of the outbreak of the war in China,” and
reported that many students had signed up for the military in China
or contributed their pocket money to war charities, partly in response
to Commissioner Halward’s occasional briefings on China there.  On
October 10, 1937, the Chinese national day, students of the Diocesan
Boys’ School organized a Double Ten fund-raising concert, with
Scouts from the 6th Kowloon Group in charge of a program.  An
article in the school’s magazine Steps in February 1939 spoke of the
responsibilities of a student, which included participation in support
work such as ambulance brigade, refugee visit teams, and Boy Scouts
( �� !"#$%&'"()*=).

Many younger Chinese, including quite a number of
Scoutmasters and Rover Scouts, enlisted in the Volunteers for
“�� !"#$%&'()*+,- (The Chinese [in Hong
Kong] felt that a joint defense with the motherland [China] against
the enemy [Japan] was equal to protecting our homeland).”  For
example, some Rover Scouts from the 17th Kowloon Group (La Salle
College), including Henry Ma (��), had signed up as Volunteers,
and younger Scouts, including Ambrose Wong(�� ), had signed
up for Air Raid Precaution service, to be described in the last part of
this article (Figure 12).  Nor were these efforts limited to the ethnic
Chinese-both the Portuguese and the Eurasian companies of the
Volunteer Corps had many Scouters and Rovers.  By 1938, the
reorganized Diocesan Boys’ School troop under Scoutmaster
Sargent, who was also the principal of the school, had quite a number
of Eurasian or European members.  Many, including Fisher, Crary,
Read, and the two Matthews brothers, had also signed up as volunteers.

Indicative of the intensifying efforts to prepare for the defense
of Hong Kong, the Government had issued precautionary guidelines
on many aspects of life in the Colony.  One, promulgated in October
1939, suggested to employers that Boy Scouts should be allowed to
wear their uniforms all the time, so that they could conveniently engage
in after-work or after-school Scouting and defense-related training
and activities.  In December, several hundreds of Boy Scouts gathered
at the Murray Parade Ground for a rally in the presence of Northcote,
Halward, and Kotewall, leaders of the movement, but also Steele-
Perkins and King who, as shall be shown later, were key leaders of
the colonial defense efforts.  Northcote, in his last annual parade,
made a speech which appropriately emphasized the importance of
serving the country.
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